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IntrodutionA data stream is an unboundedsequene of data that arrives at highspeed.Stream proessing appliationsrequire ontinuous and low-latenyproessing of data streams.In di�erents domains, suh asomputer networks, web logs,�nanial servies, appliationsrequire traditionally the proessing oflarge data streams.Real data traes of IP pakets froman AT&T data soure show anaverage data rate of approximately400 Mbits/se.W. PALMA DSMSs 2 / 12



Proessing a query over a data streams involves:running the query ontinuously over the data stream.generating a new answer eah time a new data item arrives.
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Proessing a query over a data streams involves:running the query ontinuously over the data stream.generating a new answer eah time a new data item arrives.The requirements of data stream appliations do no �t the DBMS data modeland querying paradigm
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Appliation requirements
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DSMSs senarios

1 1taken from paper Data Stream Management Systems for Computational FinaneW. PALMA DSMSs 5 / 12



DBMS vs DSMS
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DBMS vs DSMS

Persistent queriesPush-based proessingApproximate answersW. PALMA DSMSs 6 / 12



DBMS vs DSMS
DBMS DSMSData persistent streams,sliding windowsData aess random sequential, one-passUpdates arbitrary append-onlyUpdate rates slow high and burstyProessing model query-driven data-drivenQueries one-time ontinuousQuery plans �xed adaptiveQuery optimization one-query multi-queryQuery answers exat approximateLateny relatively high slow
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DSMS arhiteture
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QueriesTra� that passes through three routers R1, R2 y R3 and has the samedestination host within the last 10 minutes.Selet sum(S1.size)From S1[range 10 min℄, S2[range 10 min℄, S3 [range 10 min℄Where S1.dest=S2.dest and S2.dest=S3.destData are stored in sliding windows of size W = 10.Eah tuple has a timestamp ts. Thus, a tuple is ontained in the windowi� T − s.ts ≤ W .Update of tuples is performed by sliding the window → the removal ofsome tuples from the window and the addition of some new tuplesarriving in the data streams.The traditional join query operator has a bloking behaviour beause toprodue the �rst result it must see its entire input. Sine data streams may bein�nite, a bloking operator will never see its entire input not being able toprodue any result.W. PALMA DSMSs 9 / 12



Traditional join operator
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MJoin operator
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Summary of DSMSs and their primary ontributions
DSMS Primary ontributionTelegraphCQ Operators for adaptive query proessing.STREAM Adaptive ahing for ontinuous queries and query language.Borealis Tehniques for fault-tolerane and load management.DCAPE Integrates loal query optimization and distributed load balaning
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